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The pillion passenger seat is far less sumptuous than the rider's. The motor is so quiet it's
sometimes hard to tell if the bike is running. The Honda CTX's styling is unconventional and
brave but it isn't a serious cruiser. It does everything well, but lacks character and soul and
doesn't feel very special. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Cycle World. Retrieved 18
February Honda Powersports. American Honda Motor Co. Categories : Honda motorcycles
Shaft drive motorcycles Motorcycle stubs. Hidden categories: Use dmy dates from September
All stub articles. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
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Verza CB Verza. MegaPro CBR Streetfire. CB Nighthawk. CBF Hornet, CMXC Rebel. CMX Rebel.
NM4 Vultus. VF Magna. VTC Shadow. VTCX Fury. VTT Shadow Ace. GLC Valkyrie. VTCS Sabre.
NTV Deauville. VFR Interceptor. ST Pan-European. GL Gold Wing. XLV Varadero. NX Dominator.
VFRX Crossrunner. VFRX Crosstourer. This motorcycle, scooter or moped-related article is a
stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it. The Honda is an automobile which was produced
by Japanese manufacturer Honda from to An ambitious project spearheaded by Soichiro Honda
, it was plagued by engineering delays and high price compared to its competition. However,
lessons learned from it would lead to the successful debut of the Civic in and the 's successor,
the Honda Accord , in During development frequent changes, sometimes made on a daily basis,
hampered production. Honda was adamant the engine needed to be air rather than water
cooled, arguing that "since water-cooled engines eventually use air to cool the water, we can
implement air cooling from the very beginning. In May final specifications and prices for the
Japanese market were announced. The car had been introduced at the Tokyo Motor Show in
October , [2] but production only got under way during the early months of In May the Honda
went on sale in Japan. Nor is there evidence of any sustained effort to sell it into Europe.
Surviving examples appear mostly to be located in countries bordering the Pacific Ocean. This
warm air, and additional hot air from around the exhaust manifold , was then used to heat the
passenger compartment, a novel approach which was not commonly used afterward. Honda,
who was on top of the engineering operation. He also had expertise, which he had acquired
through a string of enormous successes. Having such a leader, the sentiment in the company
was that we had to see it all the way through, regardless of where the road might take us. There
was to be no surrender. We could not give up halfway. It was from this grueling process of trial
and error that the DDAC integrated dual air-cooled engine was achieved. The initial prototype
was completed in July , after which dynamic performance testing, temperature measurements
and other basic evaluations were conducted. In a departure from the previous Honda practice of
using roller bearings on the crankshaft, the engine had more conventional plain bearings. Two
versions of the engine were available. An electrical fuel pump was another high-tech novelty
which would eventually be common. The electrical system was another matter â€” it had a
separate redundant set of wiring on each side of the car. The car only made 29 laps out of
before retiring, [6] but continued to race with some modest success through the next year. It
had a double wall structure, thus, its name. In this engine, the cooling "water jacket" was
combined with the concept of air-cooled engine; the outer wall of the cylinder block is part of
the structure in a two casting mold. It has the cooling air passage in the space where coolant
would flow in a water-cooled engine. One fan forced cooling air through the passages, while
another fan helped remove the heated air from the engine. Although an all-aluminum engine,
this design did increase weight from the usual air-cooled design. The car employed rack and
pinion steering. At the front it had disc brakes, with drum brakes controlled via a dual-line
hydraulic system at the rear. The cars as sold also incorporated an updated gear-box and final
drive ratios along with re-sized wheels. The H provided the shock needed to change Honda's
operating structure. Under the new system, Honda introduced the water-cooled Life and Civic
models as its new mini automobile and small passenger cars. Those involved in the H project
agreed unanimously. The pain indeed contributed much to the development of Honda's
subsequent, successful future automobile models. The market was not impressed by the only 9,
were produced as the model quickly found itself overshadowed by Honda's new Civic , and the
ended production in October From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Honda
Coupe. Motor vehicle. Japan Automobile Federation. Archived from the original on Retrieved
Retrieved 2 September Honda Motor Co. Honda Motor Company. American Honda Motor Co.
Oberg Honda Malaysia Racing Team. Categories : Honda vehicles Cars introduced in
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Wikimedia Commons. Suzuka Plant , Suzuka, Mie , Japan. Wikimedia Commons has media
related to Honda N N Quint Integra. Compact MPV. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. See
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Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. WikiProject Motorcycling. If you would like to
participate, please visit the project page, where you can join the discussion and see a list of
open tasks. This article has not yet received a rating on the project's quality scale. This article
has not yet received a rating on the project's importance scale. To-do list: edit history watch
purge Superscript text. Potter aka the Michigan Madman [1] motorcycle Stunt performer
Greenhorn Enduro Motorcycle assassination [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Monobloc
brake caliper Motorcycle shaft drive redirect Radial brake caliper [13] Sara Liberte photographer
and custom motorcycle builder Ross Langlitz of Portland, OR, motorcycle racer and designer of
the Columbia jacket Jack McCormack motorcycling first national sales manager for American
Honda, then Suzuki, and founder of American Eagle Motorcycles This could also be expanded
into a bio of Clifford Vaughs [19] [20] [21] , see also history of black power movement, SNCC,
etc. I'd write Captain America motorcycle first, then spawn Clifford Vaughs article later. Main
articles on each one later, if desired. There certainly is no scientific research on a motorcycle,
and news coverage tends to be less reliable than the manufacturer information that has been
referenced. Johnson Motors Inc. Clothing is non-notable and unsourced; it should redirect to
Johnson Motors. Is model code the clearest nomenclature to use? Leslie Graham Loh Boon
Siew has refs, needs footnotes Malaguti Matchless need information moved to more appropriate
articles Montesa Honda Snaefell mountain course article or section may need a complete
rewrite Trail braking Could be a Good Article with very little work. Type 97 Motorcycle Ulster
Grand Prix Velocette Wire wheels: Wire wheels On motorcycles says only main article:
Motorcycle construction Wheels , but that is not a main article, it is a subsection. The Honda NC
series is a family of motorcycles produced by Honda since NC series was a 'new concept',
being unlike conventional motorcycles, a bike designed for commuters, new or veteran riders.
The NC series is classed as a commuter model bike which has incorporated design and
mechanical elements from various motorcycle types. The riding position is similar to standard
bike styles. There is a helmet-sized internal storage in place of the traditional fuel tank, which in
turn is located under the seat. Basic model with naked bike styling. The NCSA model is also
available with the addition of a combined antilock braking system. Styling of NCX has reference
to road and dual-sport motorcycles. It was released in late in Europe. For model year, NCX
variant gets traction control as a standard equipment. The CTX has cruiser-style forward placed
footpegs, wide handlebars, and a fairing ; the CTXN is a "naked" with just a small fairing around
the headlamp. It has been compared to the Akira motorcycle , Batmobile , and Darth Vader in its
styling. It debuted at London ComicCon in NM variant comes with panniers, NM had no
panniers, but they were available as an upgrade kit. NM4 was offered only in black in some
markets e. North America and in many colors in other markets Asia. The version used on the
Integra and NCSD is lighter and more compact due to a simplified hydraulic circuit; a learning
function has also been added to each of the drive modes to detect a variety of riding
environments. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Honda CTX NCX at the
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